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THE LONG VIEW

You know the angler I’m talking about, the
philosopher who tells you “tournaments take
all of the fun out of fishing.” We all have that
Plato in our lives who reads too many books
about trout streams. I was that angler too,
once. And I still enjoy a good day on a quiet
trout stream in the middle of nowhere. But it’s
possible to enjoy two different types of fishing.
A remote trout stream with the rhododendron
reaching to its riffles will always be as close
to paradise as we may get on this earth, but
the ancient Greeks believed a boat takes us to
the afterlife (we’ll be riding our kayaks there,
of course). And besides, there are few sports
scenes more thrilling than the Trojan War moment when one hundred kayaks launch at sunrise, and yours is right with them.
A basic principle – catch good fish with lures
that imitate food – remains constant. However
when it comes to kayak fishing tournaments,
competition rules, tournament times and strategies necessarily change how we approach fishing. Three major changes will be our focus.
First, there are rewards (trophies or cash, or
both). These are the glory points, but also potential distractions. Second, there is duration;
you are on the clock for a day or two, or you
have to stack fish over one month or a long
season. These are the clock points, and they
require mental stamina. Finally, there are other
anglers. Sometimes they are on the water with
you, or nearby, and they all want your fish.
Of the additional layers that tournament kayak fishing adds to the core of the sport, this is
my favorite one, what I call the mental points:
your wits in planning, scouting and endurance
are tested by the distracting presence of these
other anglers. When the tournament ends,
you’ll know how focused, patient and prepared

an angler you really are.
But what does it all add up to? It’s easy to forget your early years in competition and the
mistakes you made. I’ve reached a point now
where I have fished every type of tournament
format. Experience has its rewards, too; now
when I fish in a tournament I compare my day
to a history of strategies, plans and results. For
instance, I recently fished a tournament at a
popular local lake.
I had not pre-fished for the event and decided
to approach the water with a familiar strategy I
had used in 5 or 6 past events. As I paddled to
my habitual first spot, I noticed a point I had
never fished. When I first began competing I
would not have stopped, but this time I did.
I landed my best fish on my third cast, a fish
that later anchored second place for me. As I
paddled away I remember thinking that stop

would have never happened when I started
fishing in kayak tournaments. Why? Because I
would have been distracted by earning points,
or winning some gas money, or watching who
was headed where.

the events in this way I encourage anglers to
take the long view. Think of short tournaments
as individual steps toward a seasonal goal.

Every angler has a few bad tournaments and
taking the long view relieves pressure (as any
In the pages that follow I outline tournament
honest tournament angler will admit, that presadvice for novice and experienced kayak anglers sure can affect performance – but it can also
alike. There is one thing to remember through work in your favor). The general principle is
it all: don’t be distracted by “the numbers”
as follows: make a plan for each tournament
while you are actually fishing. There are only
season. It should include a budget, ranking of
so many big fish available at any competition
priority events, a work/vacation schedule and a
and you have one simple task: catch as many of consideration of the difficulty of each event.
them as you can. Focus on that task and that
task only, and all the other advice I offer here is For example, you may want to stack points and
secondary. By heeding it, however, it will imdevelop endurance at smaller and less competprove your chances on the water.
itive local events before jumping right into a
I divide tournament fishing into four categobig regional or national event. Short term goals
ries. There are short one day-long events, two
will eventually turn into successful long term
day-long events, month long on-line events
plans, and if you pay attention to detail, make
and year-long AOY marathons. By arranging
adjustments and track your rankings to mea-

sure of your growth as an angler you’ll find that
the tournament grind doesn’t require sacrificing
fun for competition. The ancient Greeks combined pleasure and competition in the Olympics, and you can do the same.

THE SPRINTS:
SINGLE DAY EVENTS

Single day tournaments are nearly every kayak
angler’s introduction to the sport. They include
small events at a local lake with a few dozen anglers but may also include large regional events
on big lakes or rivers with several hundred anglers in attendance. I will assume these smaller
events are part of a season-long series in which
anglers accumulate points toward a reward
such as Angler of the Year.
You have a blank slate when the first event begins. You show up, sign up and pay your fees (I
fill out as much paperwork beforehand so that
I can focus on my gear at the launch). If it’s
your first event ever, or first of the season, you
will note that other anglers have different setups. Ignore them early, but remember to ask
questions about their rigs after the event. Take
a mental note, and then review your own gear
after the event. You may notice small modifications that will improve your fishing and paddling experience. A word of advice – don’t get
caught up in cosmetic changes. Focus on function.
It is launch time. Listen during the Captains
Meeting. Be sure to know the rules beforehand.
If you are experienced and you notice a rule
change, don’t hesitate to ask about it. Other
anglers may grumble but some will thank you
for delaying the launch because a clarification
of rules may have saved them from being disqualified.
Novice or expert, you should have a plan. Perhaps you know the lake, but I have had some

of my best days on lakes I have never fished.
Why? Because I study maps. I memorize my
target spots (I only recently bought a fish finder, and sometimes find it gets in the way) and
head to them. I will sometimes take a detour,
but I stick to my plan.
Don’t worry if others are headed there too –
keep a distance, but fish the area. If you see an
angler fishing your spot with a certain lure, try
a different lure there after the spot is vacated.
I catch a lot of fish doing this sort of clean-up
work because not every fish in that spot wants
a single type of lure.
The first fish – it may be a big one, or a decent
one, or a dink. Never, ever throw back a small
fish without taking a photo. Always record
your fish! First it’s good practice to go through
the complex motions of landing, securing and
photographing a fish. More importantly, this
may be a day in which every angler struggles.
Throwing back a small fish may prevent you
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from checking in a limit. Yes, big fish win most
events, but many events are also won by patient anglers with short limits. A short fish may
be the difference between 10th and 25th place
and those lost points could mean a big difference in your standings at the end of a long
season. For example, in 2013 a North Carolina
angler named Shelly Efird (he placed 6th at the
2016 KBF National Championship) won AOY
in the Carolina Yakfish series.

because it can cost you AOY points if you
are committed to a season-long series. And it
can be disastrous in a single day event, too. In
2015, an angler won the opening CKA event
with a 9.5” bass. There were over 50 anglers
there and it had snowed only two days before
the launch. Everyone got skunked except for
the guy who did not throw back the 9.5” bass
(he also won the big bass pot). Think about
that for a second.

In order to win, he needed at least a 7th place
finish at the final event. And he finished in 7th
place that day. He won the vent – a new kayak – by a single point. In an earlier event that
season, Shelly, Rick Rowland and I finished
1st, 2nd and 3rd, respectively, with 3 fish limits
of 44.75”, 36” and 35.5”. Not one of us threw
back a single fish that day. They all count. On a
tough day, they count even more.

At the end of a single day tournament mark
your score so you can track your points. Take
a photo of the leaderboard, too, and make sure
to save your photos if the director needs to
download them or save them for review. When
you get home, write down your observations.

I’m always amazed that some anglers at single day events throw back small fish without
measuring them. It’s a ridiculous thing to do

Where and how did you catch fish? What were
the weather conditions? How did you fare with
respect to others? Did you pack enough food
and water? Do you need to buy a lanyard to secure your ID tag for photos? Remember also to
check your points when the official standings
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are published – even directors make mistakes.
Remember that everyone has a bad tournament
or a bad spell but if you keep a record of your
single day events you will be able to evaluate
your approach and make adjustments along the
way. Remember – single day tournaments are
steps along a longer path.

THE RELAYS:
TWO DAY EVENTS

The two day long fishing tournament is something of an anomaly: it is short in duration but
long in consequence. These are generally “big”
events such as regional qualifying events or
championship events, and with higher stakes
in prizes, points or both. You may fish one of
these your first year, or several, or never at all,
but if you fish one, you will never be the same.
The reasons for the intensity of these events are
many, but the first thing to understand is the
catch limits.

Will you be expected to score two fish on the
first day and three on the second day? Or vice
versa? Will you be expected to catch ten fish
over two days, with your best five from each
day counting toward the overall length? In
each case, your first day performance will have
a consequence for the second day as its results
will determine the second day’s strategy options.
I asked Cory Dreyer, Director of the Carolina Kayak Anglers and a highly accomplished
tournament angler in his own right, for some
perspective on these events. When I asked him
what he thought was the single most important
rule to keep in mind, he answered “Location.
Be sure to choose a spot or spots that will be
productive over two days. If it’s a single area,
you need to make sure there is enough fish to
provide you a limit both days and that it will
produce even if the weather changes. Have a
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back-up plan, however, if a spot goes cold, but
make sure the back-up spot is nearby.”
I always ask: How long will it take to reach
your launch and unload your gear? How long
will it take to paddle to your spots? How long
will it take to return to the tournament checkin location? Be sure to budget time wisely – remember also to conserve energy, because there
will be a second day. Another point to plan
for is photo submission: keep in mind that
some tournaments require an early check-in
for photos submitted from digital cameras. If
you submit via a smart phone to a site such as
TourneyX be sure to fish a place where your
phone has a decent signal. Always submit photos quickly. If your phone gets wet and stops
working, your day will be lost.

first day of competition. On the first day, anglers caught many smaller, more active fish, but
the bigger fish were scarce. Why? Because big
fish will conserve energy when it grows cold
and catching them requires adjustments in tactics. Now, here is the great debate: is it better
to target small fish on the first day, then swing
for the fences on the second day? That depends
on many factors, and not only the weather. Of
course, it is always better to catch larger fish
but sometimes they stop feeding, or move into
deep water, or simply vanish. The safe bet in a
two-day event is to catch a decent limit as early
as possible on day one and hope for a big fish
along the way. If you target big fish on day one
and get blanked, your tournament will be over.
But if you are catching many small fish in one
spot, do not stay there all day. Move on, and
Pay close attention to the weather. At the 2016 target larger fish once you have a good limit.
KBF National Championship, a cold front
swept over Kentucky Lake the night before the Anglers who caught large limits and good fish
on the first day of the 2-day National Championship finished highest overall, but not all
of them. Some who landed big fish on the first
day returned to those spots on the second,
colder day did poorly, while others who caught
decent limits on day one caught bigger fish on
day 2. Take Cory Dreyer, for instance: he landed a 30.75” two-fish limit on day one which
placed him 82nd in the standings. On day two
he adjusted and caught a 53” 3-fish bag, for
11th place. He finished 17th overall in a field
of nearly 200 anglers.
The lesson here is that a mediocre first day
can be saved on the second day of an event.
In sum, it’s better to catch a decent limit on
day one then to swing for the fences and catch
nothing at all, then push for the win on day
two. In a 2/3 format such as the National Championship, a decent first day set up a
strong finish for anglers who adjusted.
Two-day events will also carry more AOY
points in most tournament series, too, so here
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the long view makes a difference as well: a
short limit may go a long way in the year-end
standings.

A RACE:
THE MONTH-LONG EVENT

three anglers took the lead five different times
on the last day of competition. I was one of
them - every time I uploaded a fish, a new angler had jumped into first place.

The finish line drama is excellent, but the long
wait is fun, too: anglers may quickly post big
Monthly tournaments are of the on-line varilimits, or slowly add up good outings during
ety: you sign up, fish when and where you can the month, or get lucky at the end of a bad
during a month-long stretch, and submit your month and come up with a big day on the final
fish on-line for scoring. You can fish at sunrise, weekend.
go to work and stop for a paddle and cast on
Strategies will therefore vary widely for these
the way home. You can devote an entire week- events, as will opinions of how to approach
end to a trip and grind out a big limit, or pick them.
your spots, using the flexible format to practice. It’s a race against time, but you have to
Weather is the wild card, of course, but other
pace yourself. By taking these steps, you should factors can be controlled to some degree.
improve your chances.
First, there is the schedule. Are you a more
skilled pre-spawn angler? Do you prefer sumThe best features of on-line monthly events are mer patterns? The fall bite? Plan you schedule
as follows. They are a great way to practice un- around your strongest hand, if possible, but
der diminished pressure and build confidence. don’t forget to use the other times to improve
They offer an opportunity to build paddling
at other techniques. I am not a strong finesse
and fishing expertise on familiar water. They
angler, for instance, but I use these tournaprovide time to scout new water around a more
flexible schedule.
The downside of monthly events? All of the
above. Familiar water is not necessarily actual
tournament water and you may develop bad
fishing habits. You don’t have time to paddle
around and practice at a real event.
Pressure enhances focus – flexibility can weaken mental rigor. In addition, points awarded
for these events may be low and count little
toward an AOY Series, but the “small fish” rule
applies here, too: take every event seriously as
the difference between 10th and 11th place
can be a big one if qualification for big tournaments is on the line.
But there is one element of month-long events
that no other tournament brings and it is the
drama of the finish line. In one recent event,

ments to practice and improve that part of my
game when fishing is slow. Regardless, fish the
months you prefer, but take others as a challenge to improve.
Second, there is location. Map your local waters. Have you favored certain places for others? Then fish your favorites but don’t over-fish
them. If a familiar spot slows down set out for
less familiar water. Don’t deplete a honey-hole
too quickly as it may come in handy at the end
of the month. Give it a break, then return. And
file a plan: if you fish unfamiliar or far away
spots, be sure to let someone know where you
are, too.

and 5-fish limit events. I’ve found that a 20’
average for three bass will almost always earn a
top five finish, and a 19” average will occasionally earn you a top 5 finish in a 5-fish event.
But there is no denying it: to win first place in
monthly events you will need to consistently
catch bigger and bigger bass. This, too, is an
opportunity to improve your all-around game:
learning to catch big bass will help in single
and two-day events.

There is one last thing to remember: print
multiple identifiers. I have mine laminated at
a local store. I keep two in my kayak, a second
set in my vehicle, and a spare in my wallet. The
last thing you want to do is arrive at your spot,
Third, budget your time. Can you fish weeklaunch, catch a good fish and realize you left
ends? Evenings? When will your vacation allow your fish identifier at home.
you more – or less - time? Thirty days can be
THE YEAR-LONG
a grind, so pace yourself physically as well as
chronologically. Take breaks. When you return MARATHON
The year-long series will represent the sum total
to the water you will see it anew.
of your annual work fishing from a kayak. The
Finally, think big. The longer monthly events
shorter events are the legs of this marathon,
require big fish to win. This is true of both 3

and your run will be determined by your end
of year standings in the AOY race. You will
likely fish at least a half-dozen different single
day tournaments over the spring, summer and
fall, on different bodies of water, in various
weather conditions.
You will fish shallow and deep water, on structure and flats, through rip rap and vegetation,
in water that moves or is still. Every event will
test your skill, patience and versatility, and every event will earn you points.
The final reward may be a new kayak, a trophy,
or qualification for a championship event, but
in the end if you learn to fish well, you will also
be preparing for next year’s grind. And we all
love the grind.

Some complain about the sport’s growth but
the increased competition has made us all better anglers. Last year, North Carolina sent more
than one dozen anglers to the KBF National
Championship and KBF Open on Kentucky
Lake, and more than half of them returned
home with checks. When I show up to an
event I can expect between 20-40 anglers for
a local tournament and between 50-90 anglers for a larger event. Waits between events
are shorter, prizes are bigger and the days are
longer because judges and directors have more
work.

Which events to choose? Some anglers prefer
the smaller, local events. They cost less in fees
and travel, and many of the anglers are friends,
so there is a sense of community. These are all
excellent qualities. Some local events may be
First, pick your series. In the early days of the
held by clubs that require fees, so ask about
sport, there was only one game in town here in joining. Ask also about points, schedules,
North Carolina.
standings and rules, as well as formats. Some
local series offer only stand-alone events in a
We waited four to six weeks between events. If trail-style format, while others have cumulative
25 anglers showed up, it was a good day. With- points. Talk to local anglers and find the best
in a few years, there were two series, then three, fit for you.
then four. Today, by my count, there is one
very big state wide series for bass fishing only, Larger series tend to require a bigger commitanother that targets multiple species (in fresh
ment. You will fish different lakes and travel a
and salt water), and a half dozen local series.
lot within your state or region. In North CarAdd in national, regional and on-line events,
olina, we have the CKA, a seven event series
and an angler almost has too many choices.
in which an angler’s top 5 scores determine his
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or her AOY standings at the end of the season.
The top ten anglers fish an 8th championship
round. Sometimes there are supplemental,
non-point events, too, for a separate prize (and
additional bragging rights). The competition is
stronger, the format evolves and the rules grow
more complex every season. These events can
be intimidating, too, as top anglers compete.
There is a sense of community in it too, however, and for all the sport’s growth, the bigger
events maintain an accessible charm: everyone
is welcome, but they had better show up to
compete.

events: I track one competitor. I zero in on a
top angler and I pit myself against them. This
makes a rather abstract affair involving standings, prizes and maps seem more real. The old
Japanese book Hagakure describes a samurai
on the battlefield as a hawk selecting a sparrow
from a flock. Be the hawk. But don’t make it
personal and don’t tell the other angler.

Over the years, I have seen it all in the season
long events, and every year I see something
new. There have been nail biters, near misses,
implosions and hard-fought victories. I’ve seen
good anglers give up and bad anglers win. One
A year-long tournament series can be an exday an Osprey fell out of the sky and plucked
hausting, expensive ordeal. I gave up once, at
a bass from the lily pad where I had placed
mid-season, due to a combination of factors,
my cast. That fish cost me a limit and precious
first among them exhaustion. I was in the top points. Year-long tournament series offer it all,
10 when one day I woke up and quit. The next but you have to be ready for it all. Plan, budyear I returned in better shape and had a great get, and prepare.
season and lots of fun. Why? I like the long
view of a full season. The bad days test your
In the end, deciding which series to fish is a
resolve, and the good days last for weeks. A top matter of taste and availability. But if you comten finish against a field of 150 avid kayak an- mit to one, pay attention to detail and take
glers feels like I won the Stanley Cup, filled it
pride in what you do, you will improve as an
with Olympic gold medals, and the class vale- angler season after season and year after year.
dictorian carried it to my car.
If you do not have local options, then talk to
tournament directors around the country and
All of the previous advice applies here, too,
set up your own series. Remember, however,
including tracking points, keeping a fishing
to keep a positive attitude so that you can have
log and saving photographs in case of review.
a good time even on the bad days. That is the
I have another strategy, however, for year-long point, after all. 2
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